Nursery Position Available

We are an eighty year old nursery and florist seeking an organized and dependable individual to assist with the expansion of our “farm to florist” cutting gardens, as well as the care and maintenance of our retail nursery.

We are a very unique shop with four antique greenhouses, a full florist, and over an acre of strolling and cutting gardens. We are and will continue to practice organic and biodynamic traditions.

Responsibilities would include the scheduling, planting, maintenance, and harvesting of flower seeds and plugs, as well the growing of vegetables, woody plants, and shrubs. The day to day care of the retail areas, including the orchid house, houseplants, annuals, perennials, trees, and shrubs, would also be required. Assistance with the planning of future crops and the ordering of plant material would be included in the job description as well.

If this position excites and interests you, please reply with a paragraph about yourself, as well as your resume. Our email address is scarsellas@msn.com. We look forward to hearing from you.